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Abstract. We disprove several conjectures about context-free languages. The proofs use the set 
of all strings which are nor prefixes of Thue’s infinite square-free sequence. This is a context-free 
language with an infinite square-free complement. 
1. Introduction 
A square is an immediately repeated nonempty string, e.g., au, abub, 
newyorknewyork. A string x is called square-conruining if it contains a substring 
which is a square. For example, the string mississippi contains the segment iss twice 
in a row; in fact, mississippi contains a total of five squares. On the other hand, 
colorudo contains no squares (the character o appears several times, but not consecu- 
tively). A string without squares is called square-free. 
In a study of context-free languages, Autebert et al. [2,3] collected several 
conjectures about square-containing strings. One of the weakest conjectures was 
that no context-free language (CFL) could include all of the square-containing 
strings and still have an infinite complement. Contrary to this conjecture, such a 
language has recently been constructed [ 141. This construction is generalized here, 
together with applications to some other combinatorial problems about CFLs. 
The generalization is based on a connection between iterated morphisms and 
CFLs, given in Section 2. Using this connection, we can construct a CFL with an 
infinite square-free complement (Section 3). The final section uses the square- 
containing CFL to solve several other problems, and to ask some new questions. 
Perrot’s conjecture [2,15] that the syntactic monoid of a nonregular CFL must have 
an element of infinite order is shown to be false, as is a related conjecture about 
iterative pairs. We also use the language to generate a l-locally linear full AFL of 
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CFLs, strictly greater than the regular languages. This answers a question of Van 
Der Walt [2,22]. 
Notation. We assume a familiarity with the basics of CFLs and nondeterministic 
pushdown automata (PDAs). The length of a string x is written 1x1. The set of finite 
strings over an alphabet E is denoted Z*. A function h : 2‘” +E* is a morphism 
provided that it preserves concatenation (h(xy) = h(x)h(y) for any strings x and y). 
2. Infinite strings generated by morphisms 
This section shows the following result: Let (Y be an infinite sequence generated 
by a given morphism and axiom, and let L, be the language of all strings which 
are not prefixes of (Y. Then L, is a context-free language.’ 
We begin with the notion of an iterated morphism. Any morphism h : 2* + E” 
and any string w E E* defines a sequence of strings: 
w, h(w), h’(w)= h(h(w)), h3(w)= h(h(h(w))), . . . 
Of particular interest is the case where h is nonerasing (whenever x is nonempty, 
so is h(x)), and w is a proper prefix of h(w) (i.e., h(w) = wx, for some nonempty 
x). It follows from this that each string h’(w) is a proper prefix of h’+‘(w). In this 
case, we can define an infinite sequence cy which is the limit of the finite strings 
h’(w). Specifically, a is the infinite sequence whose first Ihi characters are 
exactly h’(w) (see [19, Section 1.11). The infinite sequence (Y is said to be generated 
by the morphism h, with axiom w. 
Theorem. Let LY be an injinite sequence generated by a morphism h, with axiom w. 
Then the language L, = {x 1 x is not a pre$x of a} is context-free. 
Proof. The proof uses the following characterization of prefixes of cy. A string x is 
a prefix of (Y iff BOTH of these conditions hold: 
(1) either x is a prefix of w, or w is a prefix of x; 
(2) x is a prefix of h(x). 
To show that L, is context-free, we build a nondeterministic pushdown automaton 
(PDA) which accepts exactly those strings which violate one of the two conditions. 
The PDA has two parts, which are executed nondeterministically. Part 1 is simply 
a finite automaton which detects when condition (1) has been violated. The other 
part nondeterministically uses the stack to determine when condition (2) is violated. 
Part 2 behaves as follows: 
(A) To begin, the PDA reads some characters from the input string. As it does 
so, it pushes some X’s onto the stack, where X is an arbitrary fixed character. In 
’ This is a generalization of a construction in [ 141 for a specific infinite sequence. The generalization 
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particular, each time it reads a character a, it pushes I/I(U)] - 1 X’s onto the stack. 
After a while, the PDA nondeterministically jumps to step (B). 
(B) The PDA now looks at the next input character (without removing it from 
the input string). It remembers this character by moving to some appropriate state. 
For future reference, call this character b, and let y be the prefix of the input string 
that appeared before this b. 
(C) Next, the PDA empties the stack. Each time an X is popped, one more 
character of the input string is read (unless the input becomes exhausted). So, at 
the end of this step, the PDA has read exactly [h(y)] characters (unless the input 
is shorter than this, in which case all of the input is read). 
(D) If there is more input to read, then the PDA compares this input with h(b). 
If x is a prefix of h(x), then these next input characters should match h(b). So, if 
a mismatch is found, then the PDA can accept the input string, because it has found 
a place where x # h(x), violating condition (2). On the other hand, if no mismatch 
is found (or if the input becomes exhausted), then this computation path of the 
PDA must halt and reject the string (because, as far as it can tell, x is a prefix of h(x)). 
If x is not a prefix of h(x), then one of the computation paths from Part 2 of the 
PDA will accept x; on the other hand, if x is a prefix of h(x), then none of these 
paths can accept x. Combining this with the strings that are accepted by Part 1, we 
see that the PDA accepts exactly L,,. q 
3. A CFL with an infinite square-free complement 
Axe1 Thue was the first to construct morphisms which generated infinite square-free 
sequences. For example, the morphism 
h(u) = abcab, h(b) = acabcb, h(c) = acbcacb 
generates an infinite sequence p, with axiom a. The sequence p is square-free. (See 
[4, 5, 6, 8, 20, 211 for constructions and discussion of many such morphisms.) 
Let Lp be the language of strings (over {a, b, c}), which are not prefixes of Thue’s 
sequence p. Clearly, L, has an infinite complement, containing only square-free 
strings (the prefixes of /3). The theorem of Section 2 guarantees that L, is also 
context-free. 
4. Applications and open problems 
The CFL L, from Section 3 has an infinite square-free complement. The conjecture 
that no such language exists was actually a weak version of several older conjectures 
dating back to 1973. Here are these conjectures, which are solved by the language 
Lo of Section 3. We also list some problems that remain open. 
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Problem 1 (solved). The syntactic monoid of a language 15. consists of the equivalence 
classes induced by the relation x = y iff, for all strings u and u, uxu E Le uyu E L. 
With the operation of concatenation, this forms a monoid. Perrot [2, 151 conjectured 
that any nonregular CFL must have an element of infinite order (i.e., a string x 
such that the equivalence classes for x, xx, xxx,. . are all distinct). ’ The language 
Lp of Section 3 violates this conjecture, since xx- xxx for any string x. 
Problem 2 (solved). For a language L, an iterative pair is a tuple (u, ZI, w, x, y) such 
that, for all i > 0, uu’wx’y E L. The iterative pair is called very degenerate if UZ)* wx*y E 
L and it is positive degenerate if u~)+wx+y s L. Boasson [9] proved that when every 
iterative pair of a CFL is very degenerate, then the language is regular. It was 
conjectured that the result still holds if every iterative pair is positive degenerate 
[2], but again, L, from Section 3 provides a counterexample. 
Problem 3 (solved). A language L is called l-II (locally linear) provided that there 
exists some integer n such that whenever w E L and there are n ‘marked’ positions 
in w, then w may be factored as w = xyz, where each of x, y, and z contain a marked 
position, and xy*zs L. These are the languages that can be ‘pumped’ almost 
anywhere, and were introduced by Van Der Walt [22]. It was conjectured that any 
cylinder of l-11 context-free languages contained only regular languages [l, 2,3]. 
(Recall a cylinder is a family of languages which is closed under inverse morphism 
and intersection with a regular set.) We disprove this conjecture with the following 
lemma, which is based in part on [l]. 
Lemma. Let p be an infinite square-free sequence over an alphabet A and dejine 
L={x~A*lx is not aprejixofp}. 
Let R G E * be a regular language, and let h : 2 * + A* be a morphism. Then h ‘(L) n R 
is a l-11 language. 
Proof. Let R be recognized by a deterministic finite automaton with q states, and 
let p > 1 be max{]h(a)( 1 a E 2). Given (q + l)*( q + 1 +p) marked positions in a string 
w E hm’( L) n R, we will find a factorization w = xyz such that each of x, y, and z 
contain a marked position and xy*z & hm’( L) t7 R. Actually, it will be sufficient to 
show xy*zc R and h(xz) E L since h(xy’z) E L whenever in= 2 (recall that the 
complement of L is square-free). We proceed with two cases: 
Case 1: Suppose that there is a substring u of w such that u contains q + 1 marked 
positions and h(u) = F (the empty string). Then there are two marked positions in 
u such that the finite automaton for R is in the same state immediately after these 
two different positions. This gives us a factorization w = xyz such that xy*z s R and 
h(y) = E. Therefore, h(xz) = h(xyz) E L, as required. 
* Restive and Reutenauer [ 171 recount some of the history of this conjecture. They state that it is due 
to Thierrin, and that it is stated in the thesis of Sakarovitch [18]. 
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Case 2: Suppose that whenever there is a substring u of w with h(u) = E; then 
u contains at most q marked positions. We then pick out certain substrings of w, 
as follows: the first substring, u,, begins at the leftmost marked position of w and 
continues until we have included exactly q + 1 positions which are not erased by h 
(call these the non-erased positions of u,). The next substring, u2, begins at the 
next marked position of w (after u,) and continues until it has exactly q + 1 positions 
which are not erased by h. We continue in this way to find substrings u3, IL,, . . . , 
until w is exhausted. Note that, by the condition of Case 2, each u, has at most 
(q + 1)2 marked positions. Since w has a total of (q + 1)2( q + 1 +p) marked positions, 
we have identified at least (q + 1 +p) substrings. 
For each substring ui, we define a vector of states ui = (s, , . . . , sq+,), where Sk is 
the state of the finite automaton for R immediately after reading the kth non-erased 
character of u,. Every such vector has at least one repeated state since there are a 
total of q states. Moreover, among the first q+ 1 vectors, there are two vectors, u, 
and u, (with 1 G i <j s q + l), which contain the same state twice each. Call this 
state s. We can now factor w as w = wow, w2w3, where: 
l wO is the prefix of w up to the point in U, where the finite automaton reaches 
state s for the first time. This includes a marked position (the first character of u,). 
. w, is a portion of u, which takes the finite automaton back to state s, including 
at least one non-erased position. Note that 14 1 h( w,)l S (q + 1)~ since ui contains 
only q + 1 non-erased positions. 
l w2 contains the portion of w after w, and up to some point in ui where the finite 
automaton is back in state s. This includes a marked position (the first character 
of Uj). 
l w3 is the rest of w. Since js q+ 1, this suffix must contain at least p of the u, 
substrings. Hence, it contains some marked positions and also 1 h( wj)l 2 (q + 1)~ z 
Ih(w,)l. This inequality will be used below. 
Now, each of wo, w2, and ws contains a marked position and both wO( w, w2)*w3 c_ R 
and W,W,W,*W,G R. To complete the proof we must show either h(w,w,) E L or 
h( wow, w3) G L. In order to reach a contradiction, assume h( wOw3) g L and 
h( wow, w,) G L. Then both h( w,,w3) and h( wow, wj) are prefixes of p, which implies 
that h(w,) is a prefix of h(w,w,)= h(w,)h(w,). But lG(h(w,)(G(h(w,)(, which 
implies that h(w,) is a nonempty prefix of h( wj). This implies that h(w,w, wj) 
contains two adjacent copies of the nonempty string h( w,)-which cannot be since 
h( wow, wj) is a prefix of the square-free sequence p. By this contradiction we conclude 
that either h(w,w,) E L or h( wow, wx) E L, as required. q 
Corollary 1. The cylinder of languages generated by the CFL L, of Section 3 contains 
only l-11 languages. 
Proof. Any language in the cylinder can be written in the form hp’( Lp) n R for 
some morphism h and regular language R. Hence, the lemma guarantees that each 
such language is l-II. 0 
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Corollary 2. 7’he full AFL of languages generated by the CFL L, of Section 3 contains 
only l-11 languages. 
Proof. The full AFL generated by L, is the closure of the cylinder under the 
operations morphism, union, concatenation, and Kleene star. It is easy to show that 
l-11 languages are closed under these four operations (see [22]). 0 
Problem 4 (open). A permuted square (or permutation) is a nonempty string of the 
form xy, where x has the same characters as y, but maybe in a different order. For 
example, abcabaca. A string is called permutation-containing if some nonempty 
substring is a permutation; otherwise it is permutation-free. For a three-letter 
alphabet, the longest permutation-free string has length 7. For a five-letter alphabet, 
Pleasants has shown that there are infinite permutation-free sequences [16]. (The 
question of four letters remains open.) The question asked here is whether the set 
of permutation-containing strings is context-free. For an alphabet of three or fewer 
characters, the answer is yes-in fact, it is regular since its complement (the 
permutation-free strings) is finite. For seven or more characters, the answer is no, 
as shown by the ‘Interchange Lemma’ [12, 131. What about four to six characters? 
Problem 5 (open). Let L be a language over an alphabet t;. It is not hard to show 
that E*LTZ* is regular iff CORE(L) is regular, where 
CORE(L) = {x E L 1 x has no proper substring in L}. 
It would be useful to have a similar characterization of when 2” LZ* is context-free. 
Also along these lines: is there is any context-free language L such that L has an 
infinite square-free complement and L = 2 *LX *? Such a language would disprove 
Conjecture A from [lo]. 
Problem 6 (open). Ehrenfeucht, Parikh and Rozenberg have provided a necessary 
and sufficient pumping lemma for regular languages which involves the complement 
of the language being examined [ 111. Is there such a lemma for context-free 
languages? One consequence of the languages constructed in Sections 2 and 3 is 
this: there is no possibility of any sort of pumping lemma for co-CFLs (languages 
whose complement is context-free). This fact should be taken into account in any 
search for a necessary and sufficient pumping lemma for CFLs. 
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